
+12%
Conversions

+11%
Revenue

Connecting a new tool and
personalizing customer
journeys leads to a boost in
results for Strong Viking

In collaboration with Datatrics Gold Partner:



About Strong Viking
Strong Viking is a market leader in
organizing obstacle runs in the
Netherlands, and their ambition is to
organize the biggest and best
obstacle courses in the world. In this
business, quality, safety, and
innovation are paramount. 

With Datatrics, Strong Viking saw a 12%
increase in conversions, and their
sales increased by 11%.

The Challenge
For Strong Viking, the company
website is the most important sales
channel. It is where all the tickets to
their events are sold. For this, they use
See Tickets (a ticketing tool). It is a
separate system to which customers
are redirected from the website when
ordering tickets. Before Datatrics
arrived on the scene, there was no link
between See Tickets and the website
when it came to exchanging data.
Because of this, Strong Vikings lacked
insight into all the data regarding
website visitors, customers, returning
customers, etc.

Strong Viking asked Datatrics' Gold
Partner DAYLEE to come up with a
solution. The goal was to improve user
experience and to increase the
conversion rate.

The solution
Over the years, Strong Viking has
accumulated a lot of data, especially
via their website, their email tool, and
See Tickets. 

By linking the website, email tool, and
See Tickets to the Datatrics Customer
Data Platform, the company now has
better insight into the different types
of participants. 

For example, by using Datatrics,
Strong Viking can distinguish who is an
avid runner, who is less ambitious, or
who is just starting out. A distinction is
also made between whether it is a
family or group of friends that
participate, for example. 

For each segment, personalized
content is created that matches the
audience’s 360° profile, which is
served up via Datatrics. As a result,
the website adapts automatically to
the type of runner visiting the website.



With help from Datatrics, Strong Viking can see which point in the customer
journey a visitor has reached. If they are in the orientation phase, nearby runs
are displayed and recommended. If the visitor leaves the site without buying a
ticket, the website recognizes (thanks to Datatrics) them on return, showing
relevant information that corresponds with the next phase in the customer
journey: the comparison phase. 

The event page for a run will then use persuasion techniques, such as urgency,
to encourage people to buy an Early Bird ticket. 

Personalization according to the phase in the
customer journey

"Being able to design a personalized
experience for our visitors is very
valuable to Strong Viking. 

Taking into account the huge diversity
across our target groups and offer,
DAYLEE helps us use the Datatrics tool to
create a personal customer experience
for every visitor. Because we are now
able to serve the target group more
directly and personally, Strong Viking has
achieved higher customer satisfaction
and significant growth in conversion."

Bas Klunder - Digital Content Manager
at Strong Viking



Customers who have already taken part in
a run see different content to new or
unknown visitors. Someone who has taken
part in a 7 km run will see personalized
content challenging them to do a 13 km
run next time. 

Visitors are also triggered by special
medals that Strong Viking awards, based
on participation. Thanks to Datatrics, each
visitor sees relevant content about winning
these medals.

Personalized content for
customers



Datatrics is linked with over 120 tools, however, a link with See Tickets
was not yet in place when Strong Vikings started. DAYLEE quickly made
this connection happen, together with the teams at Datatrics and See
Tickets. 

Thanks to this connection, data is now exchanged between the website
and the See Ticket shop. The advantage is that the website now
automatically shows when the Early Bird tickets go on sale, or when a
certain event is almost sold out. Previously, visitors could only see this
when they clicked through to the ticket shop. This has improved the user
experience of the website, in combination with the ticket shop – and it
shows in the results.

Linking Datatrics with See Tickets ensures a better
user experience

Results
By deploying Datatrics, Strong Viking has seen a 12% increase in
conversions and an 11% sales increase. Through continuous analysis and
optimization, DAYLEE is striving to push these results even higher.



Personalized content is shown per phase of the customer
journey, so that every visitor only sees what is really relevant. 
Persuasion techniques are used on a runners event page in
order to trigger the last step towards conversion.

Gold Partner DAYLEE brought major improvement to the user
experience on the Strong Viking website. Thanks to the
connection with See Tickets, essential data can now be
exchanged, the results of which are immediately visible.

Key accomplishments:

 

Summary

Marketing personalization made easy

Part of:

Are you curious as to how Datatrics can improve your business
results? Try Datatrics for free now! Click here for more
information.
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